Discount and specialty stores are the top places for shoppers to visit for all of their Halloween
needs. Both have made tremendous gains in consumer spending over the past few years.
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According to the National Retail Federation’s annual survey it is estimated that
consumers plan to spend $3.2 billion on costumes, $2.7 billion on decorations,
$2.6 billion on candy and $400 million on greeting cards .

The Stanley Hotel was the inspiration for the acclaimed
Stephen King novel (and later the Stanley Kubrick film)
The Shining. Today some of their spirits still remain as
guests report the sounds of untraceable piano music
and maniacal laughs throughout the hotel. Horror buffs
flock to the hotel due to its reputation for paranormal
activity that still continues today.

Built in 1862, this historic property in the deep south is still reminiscent
of the Civil War era and is even considered the most haunted hotel in
Alabama. Guests claim to have spotted a ghostly lady figure in white,
swinging chandeliers, lights that turn on themselves, and furniture that
eerily moves on its own.

Did you hear a knock on the door? Could it be room service? At this
resort you may never know. The (invisible resident), Carolyn Stickney
(died in 1939), is known to tap on doors, and once inside your
room (whether you invite her in or not) she has no qualms about
borrowing your belongings.

This hospital has a history riddled with strong
accusations of patient neglect, abuse and torture
so it’s not surprising that the Pennhurst Asylum is
one of the scariest places still in existence. Several
reputable ghost hunter groups have visited the
Pennhurst Asylum, where they documented many
spooky audio recordings, sudden changes in the
temperature and the unexplained movement of
objects throughout the grounds, compared to
other reports which include various objects being
hurled across the room.

The Waverly Sanatorium was made into a hospital in 1908, designed to safely accommodate 50 tuberculosis
patients. As the disease developed into an epidemic, the hospital was expanded and was considered to be
one of the best facilities at the time. In 1961, the hospital was closed down, following the discovery of a
tuberculosis-curing antibiotic. Today, Waverly Hills Sanatorium is known by many as “the most spiritually
active place in the world”, with paranormal reports every single day. Many strange sightings have also been
spotted in the area known as the Death Tunnel, where dead bodies were disposed of away from the eyes of
the living.
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